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Boundary Waters at Risk
Trump’s Attempts to Shortcut Science and Ignore Local 
Concerns Are Endangering Minnesota Wilderness

By Carlos Rivero Lopez and Jenny Rowland-Shea May 8, 2019

In early April, Rep. Betty McCollum (D-MN) faced off against Secretary of Agriculture 
Sonny Perdue during a hearing of the Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug 
Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Subcommittee. The congress-
woman lambasted Perdue for the last-minute cancelation of a two-year study meant 
to determine if mining should be allowed on the doorstep of Minnesota’s Boundary 
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, the nation’s most visited wilderness area.1 The study 
was canceled 20 months into the 24-month review. 

“Twenty months of collecting public input, 20 months of science-based assessment, 
and all you released was a one-page press release,” objected McCollum, calling the 
press release “completely inadequate.” Previously, during a 2017 Interior-Environment 
appropriations hearing, Perdue promised McCollum that a thorough two-year study 
would be conducted and completed. McCollum maintained that by stopping the 
study, he had “started a roller coaster of events that will lead to, possibly, the destruc-
tion of these pristine waters.”2

The showdown between Rep. McCollum and Secretary Perdue highlights the Trump 
administration’s efforts to remove protections from the wilderness’s watershed and 
its broader assault on public lands and waters on behalf of extractive industries. 
From proposing oil and gas drilling off nearly every U.S. coastline to rolling back 
protections for national monuments where coal, oil, and uranium companies have 
expressed interest, the Trump administration’s energy dominance agenda has threat-
ened public lands across multiple fronts.3

The Boundary Waters case is emblematic of the Trump administration’s modus ope-
randi: bypass the regulatory process by shortcutting scientific assessment, ignoring 
local opposition, and bending the law.4 This unsound approach to decision-making has 
been recognized as such in court, where the Trump administration has only a 6 per-
cent success rate on cases related to the Administrative Procedure Act, which governs 
the way agencies develop and issue regulations.5 The average success rate of previous 
administrations in such cases is 70 percent.6
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The administration’s brazen disregard for transparency, science, and process in the 
Boundary Waters issue may ultimately be its undoing, but until the courts weigh in, 
this incredible wilderness system remains at serious risk of irrevocable damage from 
the sulfide-ore mining at its doorstep.

Threatening the country’s most visited wilderness area 

The Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, one of the country’s greatest natural 
marvels, is located within the Superior National Forest in Minnesota. Covering more 
than 1 million acres, Boundary Waters is the largest wilderness area east of the Rocky 
Mountains and north of the Everglades.7 It stretches nearly 200 miles along the U.S.-
Canada border and is contiguous with Canada’s Quetico Provincial Park, which is also 
managed as a wilderness area.8 Home to gray wolves, black bears, and moose—as well 
as fish such as largemouth bass and sturgeon—Boundary Waters has more than 1,200 
miles of canoe routes, 12 hiking trails, and more than 2,000 designated campsites, 
attracting about 155,000 visitors annually—more than any other U.S. wilderness.9

While Boundary Waters is protected from development within its borders, it remains 
vulnerable to threats in the watershed in which it lies. One of those threats comes from 
Twin Metals Minnesota, a subsidiary of Antofagasta PLC, a Chilean mining company 
owned by billionaire Andrόnico Luksic, who is also Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner’s 
landlord. President Donald Trump’s daughter and son-in-law rent their $5.5 million 
Washington, D.C., mansion from Luksic for $15,000 a month—a relationship that 
raises conflict of interest questions.10

Since 2016, Twin Metals has spent nearly $1 million lobbying the Trump administra-
tion in order to gain access to public lands near Boundary Waters.11 The company 
has also been implicated in a number of bribery and corruption scandals in its home 
country, including allegations involving a high-ranking Chilean cabinet minister and a 
questionable $10-million-dollar loan to the daughter-in-law of the Chilean president.12

In 2012, Twin Metals requested renewals for two mineral leases to mine for cop-
per and nickel on U.S. Forest Service (USFS) lands within three miles of Boundary 
Waters.13 Sulfide-ore mining, the process Twin Metals would use to mine heavy met-
als, is well documented for causing catastrophic pollution that poses a serious risk to 
the wilderness area. In fact, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) lists metal 
mining as the United States’ most toxic industry, primarily the result of acid mine 
drainage—a side effect of mining rock with high sulfide content.14 The pollutants 
from acid mine drainage can contaminate the land surface, soils, and groundwater.15 
Because of Boundary Waters’ shallow groundwater and abundant lakes and streams, 
the area is especially vulnerable.16
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Metal mining is a particularly risky venture. A 2012 study representing 89 percent 
of U.S. copper production found that every mine operation experienced a spill or 
accidental release.17 Research shows that if an accident were to occur near Boundary 
Waters, the consequences would be disastrous. Many species of local fish would be 
wiped out due to increased water acidity; phosphorus pollution would likely cause 
toxic algal blooms; and sulfates and heavy metals would pose a threat to plants, 
wildlife, and humans.18

To make matters worse, Antofagasta has a poor environmental track record. From 
2008 to 2010, the company was responsible for the highest number of toxic spills in 
the region of Coquimbo, Chile, including one spill in 2009 that dumped 13,000 liters 
of copper concentrate directly into a river.19 Antofagasta also faced a fine of $23.8 
million and the closure of its biggest copper mine in Chile due to violations of its 
environmental permit, including water pollution.20 Despite these charges, Antofagasta 
has been working on a $1.3 billion expansion of the mine since 2018.21

Damage to Boundary Waters’ ecosystem would have a lasting financial effect on 
local communities that benefit from the robust and growing outdoor recreation and 
travel economy that the wilderness supports, as well as from new residents who have 
moved to the area because of quality of life and recreation opportunities. Studies 
estimate that if sulfide-ore copper mining were to take place in the region, the loss in 
visitor spending caused by industrial and related development and pollution could 
amount to $288 million a year and lead to the overall loss of 4,490 local jobs.22 This 
would have a reverberating negative impact on the regional economy. Notably, a 
recent independent study from Harvard University showed that protecting Boundary 
Waters from the Twin Metals mine would result in dramatically more jobs and income 
over a 20-year period than the proposed mining activity would.23 The authors of the 
study found that in each of the 72 different mining scenarios examined, all would 
result in the local community being subject to boom and bust cycles of employment 
and income. In 69 of the 72 scenarios, the net present value of leaving Boundary 
Waters protected would be positive, indicating that the financial benefits of the pro-
tections significantly outweigh the costs.

Cutting corners and ignoring science

The issues surrounding Twin Metals’ two mineral leases date back nearly to the formal-
ization of Boundary Waters as a wilderness area. The original mineral leases were sold 
in 1966, predating the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the cornerstone of 
the federal government’s process for environmental review.24 Because of this, the min-
eral leases lacked today’s environmental analysis standards and managed to be renewed 
and grandfathered out of subsequent environmental protections.
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In 2014, the Obama administration ended the pattern of decades past and directed 
the USFS to conduct a review of copper mining in the surrounding Superior 
National Forest.25 The process included a public comment period, two public hear-
ings, listening sessions, and a scientific assessment, resulting in the USFS deeming 
the potential risk to Boundary Waters “unacceptable.”26 The USFS went on to note 
that the consequences of continued mining could cause “serious and irreplaceable 
harm” to the wilderness area, prompting the agency to withhold its consent to renew 
the Twin Metals leases.27

Not long after the review, the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) solicitor sug-
gested that the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) had the discretion to deny 
Twin Metals its mineral lease renewals, which the BLM subsequently did.28 The 
USFS and the BLM then implemented a moratorium on new mineral exploration 
and development applications for two years, during which time the agencies would 
conduct an environmental impact statement (EIS) analysis to determine whether 
234,000 acres of the watershed around Boundary Waters should be withdrawn from 
mining for up to 20 years.29

However, under the Trump administration, the federal government’s policy toward 
Boundary Waters has shifted. The administration has moved aggressively to circum-
vent necessary scientific analysis and undo the established protections. Just days 
before Christmas 2017, in a highly questionable move, the DOI’s new acting solicitor 
reversed the Obama-era legal opinion declining the renewal of Twin Metals’ mineral 
leases, paving the way for them to be renewed.30 

In January 2018, the USFS canceled the EIS it had planned during the Obama admin-
istration.31 Instead, the agency opted for an environmental assessment (EA), a less rig-
orous analysis typically reserved for noncontroversial actions. By May 2018, the BLM 
had reinstated Twin Metals’ mining leases, opening the area to the same risks that the 
Obama administration’s review had deemed unacceptable.32

In September 2018, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), which controls the 
USFS, canceled the mineral withdrawal begun during the Obama administration and 
pulled the plug on the environmental assessment that, in 2017, Secretary Perdue had 
promised to complete. The USDA claimed that the analysis had not revealed any new 
scientific information.33 Despite Perdue’s previous claim to Rep. McCollum that he is 
“not smart enough to know [what] to do without the fact space and the sound science” 
and that “no decision will be made prior to the conclusion” of the study, when asked 
about his decision to prematurely end the study, Perdue merely said that he could not 
directly answer.34 He added that he had no timeline for release of any documents that 
could prove whether the agency’s actions were indeed based on science.
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In December 2018, the BLM released a separate 34-page EA recommending that Twin 
Metals’ mineral leases be renewed.35 However, the lack of proper scientific assessment 
in the EA was clear. Analysis of all potential environmental effects—including those 
on water resources, cultural resources, recreation, wildlife, vegetation, and soil—were 
described in just seven pages. Equally concerning, the entire EA included just 10 refer-
ences, and only a single study on potential acid mine drainage was cited. Moreover, 
that study was authored by Golder Associates Inc., a company hired by Twin Metals in 
2014 to write a technical report on the proposed mining project.36

While Twin Metals will still need to submit a mine plan to the state of Minnesota, the 
Trump administration is now in prime position to renew the company’s leases and 
make sulfide-ore mining near Boundary Waters a reality.

FIGURE 1

Timeline of how the Trump administration has dismantled 
protections for the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness

Source: For full sources, see Carlos Rivero Lopez and Jenny Rowland-Shea, "Boundary Waters at Risk" (Washington: Center for American Progress, 
2019), available at https://www.americanprogress.org/?p=469509.
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Locally and statewide, Minnesotans strongly support the Boundary Waters Canoe Area 
Wilderness. A 2018 statewide survey found that 78 percent of state voters view the area 
favorably, and 1 in 5 visit every year.37 In addition, about 70 percent of statewide voters 
oppose sulfide-ore copper mining near Boundary Waters, as do a majority of locals.38 
Both scientific assessment and public opinion support the value of Boundary Waters’ 
integrity; yet the Trump administration appears willing to disregard this evidence.

Opposition to the Trump administration’s Boundary Waters agenda has been swift 
and vocal. Nine area businesses joined the Northeastern Minnesotans for Wilderness 
to sue the DOI and the BLM over the reinstatement of Twin Metals’ mineral leases.39 
The area businesses—including outfitters, canoe manufacturers, wilderness discov-
ery groups, and a resort—stated that the BLM’s decision to renew the mineral leases 
threatened not only the environment, but their livelihoods and the region’s entire 
outdoor recreation economy. Two additional lawsuits have also challenged the Trump 
administration’s push for mining near Boundary Waters.40 And more than 170 busi-
nesses, sporting groups, and conservation groups sent three letters to then-Interior 
Secretary Ryan Zinke and Secretary Sonny Perdue opposing the reinstatement of Twin 
Metals’ expired mineral leases and supporting the mining moratorium.41

Rep. McCollum and the House Committee on Natural Resources are spearheading 
Congress’ response to this issue. In November 2018, Reps. McCollum and Raúl M. 
Grijalva (D-AZ) sent a letter to Zinke and Perdue criticizing their decisions to cancel 
the mineral withdrawal application and the EIS, stating that the decisions “ignored 
the science-based decision-making and conservation-based management standards 
to which your agencies are legally bound.”42 In March, Reps. McCollum, Grijalva, and 
Alan Lowenthal (D-CA) went a step further, rejecting the claim that no new scientific 
information was found during the environmental assessment and accusing the DOI 
and the USDA of choosing to “waste taxpayer funds, ignore public comments, and 
suppress scientific information rather than have this evidence revealed to the public.”43

Conclusion

By reversing an Obama-era decision that served to protect one of the country’s most 
beautiful and vulnerable wilderness areas from risky mining, the Trump administra-
tion has unabashedly bolstered Twin Metals’ mining initiative. In its mission to bypass 
the regulatory process by shortcutting scientific assessment and ignoring local opposi-
tion, the current administration has overwritten legal opinions, disregarded NEPA, 
quashed scientific assessment, and ignored public opinion.

Furthermore, President Trump himself is getting in on the action. During a recent trip 
to Minnesota—a state that rebuked him in the 2016 election and whose population 
overwhelmingly rejects mining in Boundary Waters—the president bragged about his 
removal of the mining ban near Boundary Waters.44 Trump claimed that protections 
of Boundary Waters had put mineral resources “under lock and key” and that he had 
restored “mineral exploration for the miners and workers of Minnesota.”45
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Fortunately, the president does not have the final word—especially given his adminis-
tration’s record in court. The administration must fulfil Rep. McCollum’s request and 
release the documents behind the abandoned mineral withdrawal study. In addition, 
Congress must continue rigorous oversight of the Trump administration’s dismissal 
of science and rush to deliver leases to Twin Metals. It should also pass legislation to 
permanently protect Boundary Waters watershed and ensure that safeguards survive 
long after the Trump administration.

The Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness is ground zero for the Trump admin-
istration’s fight against science and the law. Ultimately, it is up to Congress and the 
courts to prevent mining on the edge of the wilderness before it’s too late.

Carlos Rivero Lopez is an intern for Public Lands at the Center for American Progress. 
Jenny Rowland-Shea is a senior policy analyst for Public Lands at the Center.
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